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This work explores Victorian attitudes towards cleanliness and dirt, and relates

them to the provision of municipal baths and wash-houses in Bradford and

period 1860 to 1914. Topics like this have been studied in the past

as part of the development of municipal government. What this study seeks to

provide is a different approach, one related to the significance of aspects of

changing cultural vaJues. The concepts of cleanliness and dirt are therefore

examined and related to the topics of personal bathing and washing in Victorian

times. and a little beyond. The impact of increased government involvement at

both national and locaJ level, was greatly influenced by ideas about bodily

hygiene. Relevant legislation, and related material, is outlined. The political and

financial implications of the ways in which each local authority reacted towards

the amount of legislation resulting from the great sanitary debate of the period

are analysed. Details of the buildings erected, their locations, the various

facilities provided and the use made of them, in light of the charges imposed,

are also considered.
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Circumstances surrounding the provision of

of Bradford and Leeds during

great sanitary d

legislati.

to assess its impact and implementation in each local autl

to

y looking at the facilities provided and the use 01 tnem.

The Oxford English Dictio O.ED) defines dirt as being unclean matter

soils any object by adhering to it' The original sense of the word

is defined as the quality of being clean ie. pure and free from

ement In modem terms this could be said to be free from dirt or filth.. In

indeed next to Godliness'. It was not cleanliness itself but the meanings that

attached to it that were important For example, the belief that cleanliness

linked to moral purity was common in the Victorian era and this infl

the attitudes ofmany social reformers feared that dirt would disrupt social

order in nineteenth century Britain Cleanliness also associated with ideas

about self-control, dirt and disease. Endeavouring to introduce habits of

cleaoJiness. therefore, became an object of great importance. It has to be

remembered that dirt is a relative concept, there is no real standard which has

remained unchanged throughout history. y Douglas, writing in 1966

considered that din essentially disorder. matter out of place, because it

l



fend lled order of cleanli "ing for order and

ntrol helped keep dirt at bay. Acts and observances related to personal

leanliness wer
therefore necessary if social order was to be maintained,

d that with improved personal hygiene would come

moral behaviour. The building of baths and wash-houses from the

it was h

mid nineteenth century onwards had a part to play in the movement towards

tablishing an ideal Victorian society.

The dissertation has four main chapters. Chapter One examines changing

cultural values over the preceding centuries and considers links between dirt

and disease. personal hygiene and medical science, including the spread of

disease. and personal hygiene and moral behaviour. Mention will also be made

of the widely accepted belief that washing damaged the health by removing

essential oils from the skin. The significance of the work of people such as

Edwin Chadwick, Dr. Robert Baker and Charles Kingsley is included.

Changing ideas about cleanliness, especially bodily cleanliness are detailed.

The work of Alain Corbin, about the situation in France, is related to the

situation in this country and reinforced by the comments of Patrick Joyce. Jn

addition the contributions of Anne McClintock, Leonore Davidoff and G

Vigarello to the debate about the significance of bodily cleanliness are included.

Chapter Two deals with the legislation that it was hoped would bring about the

desired changes and this provides a background to the establishment of public

washing and bathing facilities in Bradford and Leeds. The work of Se1ect

Committees and Reports of Royal Commissions, in addition to Parliamentary

2



n, are i

mt nd views on nd public hygi

ks;

1<.1 Leeds. purticularJy

establishment of baths and w

dir ly, an_ th

rs the local legislation
introduced h authority, for example the Bradford Improvement Ac

1850 and the Leeds Act of 1842, in addition to various re

mmittces and Commissions of Inquiry etc. The implications of permissive

islation and also the political situation in both towns is considered in an

attempt to discover why it was that both authorities reacted so slowly to th

1846 Act to Encourage the Establishment ofPublic Baths and Wash-houses.

This has involved a detailed study of the Council and Committee minutes of th

period. Details of the buildings eventually erected are outlined and illustrati

are included in Appendices J and 3.

'hapter Four considers the types of facilities provided at the buildings that were

established between 1860 and 1914. Illustrations are included in Appendices 2

and 3. Class segregation and sexual discrimination were encountered.

Admission charges have been related to average earnings of the time. Rates of

pay within the Baths service itself have been examined. Mention is made of the

presence of swimming pools, although these are not connected with the bodily

cleanliness side of public health issues. The chapter ends with an analysis of the

use made of the facilities provided, based on the attendance figures contained in

the Annual Reports to Council of the Baths Committees in Bradford and Leeds.

3
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CHAPTER ONE

ChangingCultural Values

nsiders the concepts of cleanliness and dirt and re]ates these to

lopment of bathing and washing in Victorian times. Consideration will

given to the widely accepted belief that washing damaged the health. The

ork of Edwin Chadwick will be mentioned and links between dirt and disease,

personal hygiene and medical science, and personal hygiene and moral

behaviour will be examined. The building of public baths and wash-houses

from the mid nineteenth century onwards, instigated as a result of the desire to

change the washing habits of the working classes, was based upon the idea that

keeping the whole body clean would result in a healthy work force and

improved moral behaviour. Those responsible for the establishment of such

buildings hoped that they would solve the problems of the 'great unwashed'.

Whether they achieved this aim or not will be dealt with in a later chapter.

Prior to the eighteenth century bathing was considered to be a pleasurable and

relaxing activity, not a necessity. There existed a belief that too much washing

could damage health by removing essential oils from the skin. Hot water was

believed to weaken the body by making it soft and moist, by opening the pores

and thereby increasing its vulnerability to air and disease. In this way the

body's equilibrium was disturbed and it became less resistant to infection.

However, warm baths gradually gained ground in the early nineteenth century

due to changes in the practice of using soap, which removed dirt and purified

5



by hot thing in

irt prevented nd oil
the skin and this

. ...,l) it

to wash in order to rid oneself of potentially harmful things.

bath, by this time, had become one of

timulating

and medical were first realised in th

ntury. In 1767, when the buildin

mmenced, the town waL

unpaved and ther no sewerage system or drainage. In th days th

matron visited the wards t that everything was kept clean bv the nurses. Jn

1785 Mr John Howard visited the hospital and he wrote: 'This is on

hospitals in the kingdom. In the wards ... there is great attention to cleanliness:

... no bugs in the beds ...·.'

By the late eighteenth century the connection between smell and dirt began to

be noticed, particularly wherever the poor gathered and this eventually led t

consideration of links between dirt, smells and disease. Jn the early nineteenth

century it was believed that disease was spread by dirt and by the gases which it

gave off. There were initially two points of view. Miasmists believed that

disease was spread by bad air. Contagionists believed that if people washed and

were therefore cleaner this would stop the spread of disease by personal

contact Pasteur was later to show that there were links between disease and

annc., that infections were caused by micro-organisms, and this gave rise to th



1804 it

by having adequate ventilation. Hospital reform was dominated by ideas about

rubbish, the provision of beds and clean linen.'

was rebuilt in the 1860s the architect, George Gilbert SeoWhen the Infirma

f Florence ightingale about the size of the wards, and the

paces between, and the volume of air around each bed. Advances in antiseptic

techniques resulted in lower mortality rates in the late nineteenth century.

Around 1900 there developed the idea of aseptic surgery when the emphasis

moved from killing micro-organisms to keeping areas free from them.3 Medical

science had left smells behind and moved on to microbes.

At the time baths were virtually unknown in working class homes, sewers and

drains were inadequate, the water supply was poor. Foul odours in the past may

have been disliked, but they were tolerated. Decaying organic waste was

accepted. Prevention of dirt and disease became a key issue in the effort to

transform the hygiene habits of communities. By the end of the nineteenth

century we had almost reached an understanding of the idea of cleanliness as it

is today, all unpleasant smells having been sanitised. Many of the foul odours

of earlier centuries have been eliminated from our modem world consciousness.

Smell, therefore, is a culturaJ issue, society attaches certain values and

implications to it, which may well change over the years.

Public health and sanitation began to be considered following outbreaks of

cholera in 1832 and 1848 which affected areas where the poorer people were

less resistant to infection, and overcrowding meant that any contagion spread

quickly. That the spread of disease was caused by drinking polluted water was

7



hich meant that te products were carried into the many

treams which flowed into the River Aire.' With growing industrialisation the

roblem of and movements for sanitary reform began, fuelled b

th

hadwick's Report on th f the Labouring Population

reat Britain was published in 1842. He put forward th

was spread by noxious fumes generated by decaying matter, primarily in

overcrowded working class areas. In her book Making a Social Body: British

ultural Formation 1830-1864 Mary Poovey challenges the findings of

Chadwick's famous nineteenth century documents. She writes: 'M

argument is that Edwin Chadwick ... deployed assumptions about domestici

that both brought the labouring cla into the newly forming social domain

and set limits to the role that (what we call) class could play in the government

of the English nation. "

The Improvement Acts relating to Leeds (1842) and Bradford ( 1850) gave th

Town Councils authority to lay sewers, pave the streets etc. A R

Commission into The State ofLar, istricts reported in

1844 and 1845. Its findings are important because of the influence thev had on

the development of the public health and hygiene movement. An

passed in 1846 To Encourage the Establishment ofPublic Baths

houses and this gave power to any borough to

in this Act, if they think fit'.The Act was subsequentl

All relevant legislation will be considered further in Chapter

ntained

nd it



ntation I nd Brad t with in Chapter

f Health were established as a

f their duties

t the water supply

suit of the Public Health Act in

homes had adequat

. Foul odours were no loner

nnection

leanlines

rticularly after the dp

ry that germs cau

the centur

germ theory in the 1880s.

led scientists to accept that foul

transformed the concepts of washing and bathing.

from germs etc. Cleanliness became th

d unseen dirt and hidden germs on the skin.

The topic of health dominated Victorian times because it wa

part of the movement towards an ideal society. The Victorians thought that

cleanliness was the principle means of achieving this. However, prior to th

nineteenth century cleanliness was not a key issue. Throughout the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries clothes and bedding were not washed a

frequently as thev are todav, mainly due to the lack of an adequate supply of

clean, hot water and effective detergents and the fact that the fabrics from

hich garments were ma.de reacted badly to the washing techniques of the dav.

ith the increased availability of cheap cotton material this aspect of

cleanliness improved. Ho, ashing and drying of clothes remained a

time consuming process until reliable washing machines became more readil

available in the 1920s.





lling good, across all
0. Andr9 Tuer stated that the primary object of taking a

th • He believed that 'Perhaps the very acme of luxurious

ap bath, an application of hot water and soap to the

, ... lt is a simple and invigorating Juocury' .9

mn

hich did become more widespread in the late nineteenth century, was

more a therapeutic practice than anything else in the early part of the century."

athin

In 1939 George Ryl cott wrote:

The main and usually avowed object of bathing. being to promote
cleanliness of the body, the old saying that "Cleanliness is next to
godliness" is trotted out as the major reason for the daily bath.... There
is reason to believe that in those early days many people were a good
deal more concerned with moral cleanliness than with the removal of
dust and dirt from the exterior of the body."

Progress towards better bodily hygiene encountered setbacks, the most

important being the supply of water. By 1914 most homes bad running water

but bathrooms were still scarce. Therefore the construction of municipal baths

helped to remedy the situation by providing facilities for both working and

some middle class bathers. " The relevant legislation that was to ensue from the

desire for cleanliness in the nineteenth century provides background to the

establishment of public washing and bathing facilities in areas such as Leeds

and Bradford. Official records may be supplemented by accounts of municipal

proceedings reported in local newspapers, thereby giving a local perspective.

The nature of the facilities provided, what the public thought about them as weU

as the use they made of them will be considered further in Chapter Four.

1 l



In

1 with body odour and
t amounts of money spent on advertising

t

im

presented

romote them. The commercialisation of smell is evident in this

deodorants and perfumes, using portrayals of the ideal bodily

reated.' In twentieth century Western culture the ideal society is

one that is becoming increasingly deodorized." This shows how

much cultural valu have changed since the beginning of the nineteenth

entury when people were not as sensitive to body odour as they are today.

Because disease struck mostly in poorer areas poor people were regarded as

being dirty, u:ncontro11able and lacking in moral fibre. This led, in the early

nineteenth century to the belief that if people were familiar with the concept of

cleanliness then ideas of order, discipline and morality could be more easily

invoked. The quest for health guided Victorian living habits and the middle

classes were determined to prove that good health could not be achieved

without personal cleanliness. There was a general acceptance of dirt and smell

but, as Vera Lambourne states the connection between cleanliness, dirt and

disease had not been realised."?

Outbreaks of cholera led reformers, such as Charles Kingsley, to consider that if

living conditions, sanitation and ventilation and the supply of clean water could

be improved then the working classes might be encouraged to keep themselves

clean. Influenced by what he saw when visiting London he was active in the

cause of sanitation and, in 1854, gave evidence to the House of Commons on

the unhealthy state of towns and cities.

12
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cleanliness did eventually penetrate to the working

ths from the late 1840s onwards, But

the o writin

U''

hanging their bodily habits. Baths for the poor,

rued untir~ly u~Jproµrio:t<:l. 'l'h~ discipline or wushitU,\ t:Uf\'\c l
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CHAPTERTWO

Legislation

ing the nineteenth century the sanitary idea was a dominant feature and was

Iv with views on cleanliness and public hygiene. It was hoped

that through the provision of public sanitary facilities many of the health

problems of the day would be solved Alain Corbin writes of the 'civic toilette

hen referring to the sanitary development of cities. 1 Patrick Joyce relates this

to the care and health of the body, maintaining that the public and private

spheres were created in parallel; This chapter will examine the progress of

legislation in this country in an area previously regarded as extremely personal

i.e. bodily hygiene. The parliamentary arena of Select Committees and a Royal

Commission involved the work of concerned individuals such as Dr James

Williamson, Dr Robert Baker, James Smith and Edwin Chadwick. This led to

Parliamentary legislation at national and local government level resulting in

permission being given for the provision of municipal baths and wash-houses

from the late 1840s onwards. As far as possible these will be dealt with on a

chronological basis

In 1840 a Select Committee on the Health of Towns heard evidence from Dr

James Williamson who knew Leeds well.3 He stated that nearly half the streets

were weekly so full of lines and linen as to be impassable for horses and

carriages, and that there was no place for washing or drying clothes sufficiently

near the town generally available by the working cJasses. He said that it was

16



im ible t
to the

means of promoting their health and comfort. In reply to

tions 1774 to 1776 he said that there were two public baths in Leeds; one

for

thought

importan

tter cla
another used by the working classes for which, he

aid 2d. He considered that all classe

f bathing, as a means of preserving health.

re apathetic about the

Whilst he had also visited Bradford, he said that he did not know it as well as he

did Leeds. But he bad noticed that in many of the streets that he had passed

through, occupied mainly by the working classes, there was the same degree of

uncleanJiness that he had seen in Leeds. He considered it necessary for some

legislation, conferring powers for the purpose of sanitary regulations, to be

applied to both Bradford and Leeds.

In 1842 Dr Robert Baker reported on the state of Leeds and how matters might

be improved.' Among the remedial measures he suggested was the

establishment of public baths for the use of the labouring classes. and

enclosures in which to dry newly-washed clothes.5 It is not clear whether he

was referring to municipal or private baths. He also stated:

The establishment of public baths . . . would highly contribute to th
health and comfort of both sexes ... In looking at the number of street
across which clothes-lines are drawn ... one cannot but imagine the
straits to which the working classes must be put, to enable them weekl
to accomplish this object. We feel country-washed linen a luxury ...
surely it is not too fervent to imagine, that the more homely clothing of
the humble classes might add to their comfort, if dried out of doors, and
in other places than the public streets, or within doors, in the already t
exhausted atmospheres of their dwellings.

l
I



H rly regretted that little attention had been directed to

tho

districts in

welfare of
ical strength had contributed so much to the capital of the

hich they lived.

Baker's assessment of the Jiving conditions of the working classes in the early

Victorian period was vindicated by a report by James Smith in 1845, on the

condition of Leeds and Bradford. About Leeds he said: 'By far the mo

unhealthy localities of Leeds are c1ose squares of houses ...'. He went on to say

that they were airless, lacked drainage, were damp and filthy.7 Many of the

streets were unpaved and the main sewerage was imperfect. .

About Bradford he wrote that the general state of the streets was respectable,

but in the streets occupied by the working classes, the condition was quite

otherwise. The main sewerage was very defective and the supply of water was

very limited.

In 1840 a Parliamentary Select Committee was set up to inquire into

circumstances affecting the health of people living in large towns. It published

its results in three volumes in 1842. One of these was a report by Edwin

Chadwick entitled General Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Labourin

Population ofGreat Britain'. 9 The wording of the Report left no doubt that th

overcrowding and poor sanitation encouraged disease. Chadwick recommended

change, e.g. improved drainage and sewers. refuse to be removed from the

streets and clean water supplies to be provided. He also considered that each

area should appoint a 'Medical Officer' to check that things

properly. He faced an uphill struggle to implement his ideas.

ere don
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6d (it is

and Populous Districts, set up in 1843

1845. The Commission found that no public

clear Commissioners actually looked

and that there were no municipally o

limited to what

homes. In 1844 the First Report of the Commissioners ofInquiry said '

impossible for the working classes to bathe regularly at

clodring in overcrowded dwellings." The Second Report, in 1845, called

measures that would be applicable to an towns and populous districts.

rgrjular 1t remra+AA ,, : A <en1, li
AU' I ICCOInCIGa arrangements tor an Improved water Supply

Mention was made of supplies of water to. any public baths and wash-houses

established for the poorer classes." The appointment of a medical officer

recommended and he had to report periodically upon the sanitary conditionof

the town or district" These Reports set the scene for the dominance of ideas

about cleanliness , health and sanitation.

The Leeds Improvement Act of 1842 gave tire council new powers to improve

public health. The preamble to this Act states:

... Leeds in the County of York is a large, populous and improving
Borough, and it would conduce to the Comfort and Advantage of me
Inhabitants of the said Borough of Leeds and the Public, if the Streets,
Markets, Thoroughfares, and Places therein were better ligbted,drained,
widened, and otherwise improved and regulated, and Nuisances,
Annoyances, and Obstructions therein removed and prevented: •••

19
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hin '

nt

k time to implement. In spi

drying

of the great

than thi

d by the Improvement Act, it was a sad indictment that more

Report had identified the problems of the slums,

most re still there in I

he Bradford improvement

l6

I of 1850 is almost identical t

th Act.' However, unlik ds, the Bradford Waterwork

ompany was required to supply water for any public Baths or Wash-hou

that may be established for the use of the inhabitants. "

However, despite all this local legislation, still no municipal baths and wash

houses were being built in either Leeds or Bradford. both towns lagging far

behind both London and Liverpool, who had begun to provide of such facilitie

in the 1840s.

A Committee known as The Committee for Promoting the Establishment of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes was established in London

in 1844. It was a non-parliamentary lobbying organisation, and was reported t

be actively promoting the establishment of the institutions in all parts of th

country." However, it has proved difficult to find any evidence of their

activities in the Leeds/Bradford area. Although relating to the building of bath

in London the following remarks apply also to the situation elsewhere.

The object of these Establishments is to encourage habits of clean line
among the Industrious Classes by providing means for bathing and
washing and drying linen, at the lowest possible charge, and thereby
placing comforts and luxuries that have hitherto been enjoyed by th
rich and which arc associated in the popular mind with affluence and
expense - within the reach of the poorest cl asses.'



1 ommitt

th
obviously influential for. in 1846, an Act

Baths and Wash-houses wa
nl of th t stated that 'it is desirable for the health. comfort

the inhabitants of populous towns and districts' that such

tablished, and po

mphasis was on reli

to raise funds

ng the lot of the poor but there

trong feeling that a clean body improved public morals. Power was

ter and gas companies to supply baths and wash-houses without

charge or on such terms as they thought fit. 2.) There had to be more than twic

was als

as many baths for the labouring classes as for the higher classes and charges

be fixed, and not to exceed certain guidelines." The Act intended to

nsure that prices, usually one penny for a cold bath and two pence for a warm

bath, were below those charged by subscription baths, bringing them within the

reach of the working classes. There were separate facilities for men and bo

over 8 and for women and girls and children under 8. Washing and drying

clothes etc cost one penny for one hour and three pence for two hours.

The urgent need to provide facilities for the poor had been influential in forcing

the government to pass the 1846 Act. However, the great vice of such

legislation was that, to a large extent, the care of the public health was left to

the discretion of the local authorities. and not rendered compulsorv.
25

It wa.

thought that the Act of 1846, which had been allowed to remain a dead letter,

hould have been mad baths and wash-houses could becom

lued and self-supporting whil

appreciate the healthful habits of cleanliness."

t the same time, educating the people to
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ill legislation ••• still secures the Briton's [sic] inestimable
privilege of self government... The Public Health Act, however, has
ommenced an insidious attack on this holy principle . . . and a good
many other dangerous measures, such as the Baths and Wash-houses
t... are all formidable allies of the first mentioned revolutionary

tatute. Happily, however, they have not done much mischief yet, but
they have inserted the small edge of the wedge; and if Briton's [sic]
don't take care, they will find . . . that sacred principle of "doing what
they like with their own" trampled under foot on every side, by some
poking Officer ofHealth..."

However, in direct contrast to these remarks, E.T. Bellhouse, in a paper read to

the Manchester Statistical Society in 1854, stated that the gradual extension of

the system of public baths and laundries and the increasing interest shown in

the subject were an illustration of the desire to relieve the plight of the

• l; 3labouring c asses.

How the situation within the local authorities in Leeds and Bradford reflects

these thoughts expressed in 1854 will be examined in the next chapter.

23
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Local_Authority _Reaction_in_Bradford_and Leeds

In the early nineteenth century ther
re areas of urban life that were part of

the private sphere, but gradually Central Government became more involved in

al issues. Much national legislation, however as permissive and towns had

hether to adopt it. They had to be aware of what was needed and of

the financial burdens often falling upon the ratepayers. 1 The reaction to th

increased amount of legislation within the municipal authorities of Bradford

and Leeds is detailed below.

Bradford obtained its Charter of Incorporation in 1847, following a struggle for

control between the new Liberal elite and old Tory elite. Resistance to

improvements was due to reluctance to undertake the cost of reforms, rather

than denial of the need of them. 4. The Council bad to fight another political

battle in 1850, this time for the Improvement Act mentioned in Chapter Two.

The campaigns were fought against a background of the developing sanita

movement. The Council knew that Bradfordians had no public means of

washing themselves. and that the need for such facilities had been recognised

by the passing An Act to Encourage the Establishment

Wash-houses in 1846.' This did not compel but merelv al

do provide baths. a relevant factor when considering th

permissive legislation was interpreted in Bradford and

were never dominated bv a

near monopoly of office was held bv the textil

in which such

rd politi

th

l.



th neils had to t

yves
me indication of the area, to be mentioned

or hi

populated.

st published in I

' Plan ofBradford, prepar

3, were becoming densely

f which, at the time of William

Oiagrammatical representation of the location of baths in Bradford

Manningham Lane

Thornton Road

Great Horton Road~

entre
of

Bradford

l

ndercliffe

I
► Leeds Road

Manchester Road Wakefield Road

The Council, in 1854/55, acquired the property of the old Waterworks

Company at 111 Thornton Road. Finance remained a prominent feature and

there was little money or enthusiasm for dealing with sanitary reform and th

problems of the poor. William Cudworth stated that the adoption of The Baths

and Wash-houses Act by the Council in 1864 culminated in the adaptation of

the premises in Thornton Road for the purpose of baths and wash-houses." In

July 1865 The Builder reported: 'The Corporation of Bradford ha

the old waterworks company offices ... into public baths and

which have just been opened ... '7 Within a few vears the facilities wer

7

onverted

b-bous



nd additional slipper bath

t 84 Lister Terr

r for

added in 1873. In July 1883

, Great Horton Road , and fitted it

ars expenditure exceeded income.
In

In

r I

tablishment of baths in Thornton Road,
uncil acilities in Manchester Road, in the West 8 ling

district. When opened in 1887 by the Mayor, Mr Angus Holden, he said that the

Baths would be one of a number of similar buildings in other p of the

town. "In 1890 accommodation for bathing was inadequate. Two sites for baths

were considered, Leeds Road and Carlisle Road both • d I I d
'> mn tensely populate

areas. It was thought that if baths were erected here then the demand would be

met for the foreseeable future. The Baths Committee recommended to th

Council that permission to borrow£ 15,000 be obtained.11 The Council did no

approve the scheme. In 1898 deputations from the Baths

to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leicester and London. The municipal baths m

Bradford. opened in 1865, were out of date and permission to sell the premises

was granted by the Treasury.12 Between 1887 and 1898 little had been don

towards providing the much needed district baths. Once again, in February

1899 consideration was given to the subject but the Council decided to defer

making any decision pending further negotiations with the owners of the land,

namely private individuals, companies and various council committees.'

The demand for baths continued and in June 1899 the Council agreed to replace

the Thornton Road premises with a new Central Baths. in

establish baths in five other districts of the town. It was an ambitious schem

orl treet, and

and in February 1900 doubts were expr d at the Council ting about th



uncil should
imposin nal burden on th

The amended motion 'That it was inexpedient at the present time

lditional district baths' was carried b
t 1.

deputation, representing female residents in the Manningham

mmittee to provide wash-house and laun

mmittee decided that th

urged th

.'
In November 0 th rnment Board asked for more plans and

uncil decided that details for the n

ntral Baths and th in Manningham uJd be submitted. leaviog other

baths in abeyance.10 The scheme for these tw

in autumn l901. but was criticised locall

pproved

xpenditure in

ard

The plans, this tim

tone of the Central Baths was laid on 5 June l 90

1905, at which time the old baths in Thornton Road

ntral Bath

d.'

pened in

iJ iti

1

In 1902 the Bath finall district baths, in

Manningham, in Wakefield Road and in ds Road

£7.000 each. Th in Manningham were the first t

Wakefield Road and

4 fitl)

ds Road Baths v

tler thev had first b

pened in J ulv l further

th mpleted in September 1 ilities were al



uired in the Low Moor area.

proper

house and shop at School Street for seven years and the

ltered. This building finally opened on 18 July 1904."?

external views of the buildings in
are

ntained in Appendices 1 and 3.

btained their own local Improvement Act in 1842 but they failed to

implement this satisfactorily and by the end of the 1840s the sanitary state of

Leeds was causing concern." Standards had to be raised but little headway was

made. Writing in 1860 The Builder stated that: 'Leeds, speaking broadly, is a

d:

filthy and ill-contrived town ... Perhaps it would be impossible to find a town

in all England where the accommodation for the labouring poor has so

unequally kept pace with the increase of population ... '.21 This article also

mentions housewives drying their washing before the fires of their single

dwelling rooms. In 1863 the Council considered the adoption of the 1846 Act to

Encourage the Establishment of Public Baths and Wash-houses. Howeve-r

nothing was done immediately to improve facilities for the labouring poor. In

1874 The Builder posed the question: 'What progress have the Town Council of

Leeds made since we pointedly drew their attention to the disgusting state of

their town in 1860 ... ?'22 The answer was 'Nothing', and this related not onl

to the sanitary state of Leeds, but also to the provision of baths and wash

houses. which had been pioneered in Liverpool in 1842.

At a Council meeting in June 1878 it was agreed that a committee report on the

feasibility of adopting the 1846 Act. After a debate centred on whether faciliti

would be financed from the borough rates, the Council agreed, in August 187

0



to implement th e" 1 bruary 1879 the Yorkshire P the
uncil w

rect baths and wash-houses on land in Lemon
fT High Street in Leeds, th

t

washin wringmn nd drvin
wash-house portion to include facilities for

he cost of the work was £5,400. By March

79 it had risen to £6,035. The debate again centred around the burden this

ould put on the ratepayers. It w

bout the baths as trad
decided to postpone a decision

as depressed, and this fact outweighed any possible

benefits of improving facilities. The Conservatives accused the Liberals of

inconsistency because, having promoted the scheme, they objected to it on

grounds of cost, thereby failing to provide what was necessary for personal

cleanliness detailed in Chapter One. 26 In June 1879 the proposal to erect only a

wash-house in Lemon Street was defeated, objections being made on the

grounds that, firstly, in almost every town such schemes bad resulted in a loss

and, secondly, that the time was not right for spending money on works which

were not absolutely necessary because many people preferred to do their

washing at home.' When the Council reconsidered the situation in September

1880 it was decided to hold the matter in abeyance and there it remained until

the early 1 890s.

In view of the urgency mentioned in Chapter One why were there these delays

The answer is that the Council wanted to spend as little as possible and one wa

of avoiding costs was to delay spending. The Council were not necessaril

refusing to spend anything, but they were very aware of the political

implications of a situation that involved or cost the taxpayer money. However

by the l 890s the accumulation of the problems of previous years was coming to

a head. According to Barber the group most antagonistic to proposaJs of

l



h o

to 1862,

delay related to

Conservatives towards finance.

operated the utility services for the benefit of

ratepayers and profits were passed on in

being paid into borough

they reversed this policy. Despirte 1beir oppos· •

the arrangements when they regained contr

differences perhaps accounted for the intensity '

the mid 1890s onwards and the move towards

facilities for public batlring.31

ot untiJ the early 1890s did tire Cmmcil accept

public baths. The Corporation's duty, said the

health and conditions of life. At no time bad

inadequate.J2 There were privatelv owned facilities in Leeds

far behind towns such as Liverpool (1842), Lond

1848) in providing municipal bathing

obYioosly lacked the entlrusiasm of individual

existence of a pressure group (Londonl or

IUbscription list (Birmingham) to promote

s1on 0



r Road" what

3, resolved that two ba
Impressed them and

be erected, one in Union Street
r near th iaduct in Kirkstall Road, both densely populated

Liberal majority said that the call on ratepayers was likely to be

ither 1/8 of a penny or one farthing at the mo _ ash-ho ere no
ntemplated because they were believed to be 1 .

unpopular. At the time of the

municipal elections in 1893 the Liberals, for the first ti: had .
'> " r !Ime, a 'manifesto .

Point Three of their plan was the extension of public baths. In 1894 this was

dropped on the grounds that two baths were already being constructed. Further

action was delayed in order to determine whether the use made of them justified

the expense of building any more." Work was finally completed in 1895,

Kirkstall Road opening on the 8 June and Union Street on 24 August of that

year.

Work began in Holbeck and Hunslet and the Baths Committee Report for 1898

stated that the Holbeck baths would be opened in April, and the Hunslet Baths

would be completed by the end of the year.36 It also mentioned negotiations

with the Oriental and General Baths Company in Cookridge Street to take over

the premises. By the time of the 1899 Report baths in Meanwood Road were

almost completed. The Council took possession of the Oriental Baths in June

1898 and reconstruction work started.37 There were, at this point, five municipal

baths in Leeds, in Union Street, Kirkstall Road, Holbeck, Hunslet and

Meanwood Road, The following diagram shows they served areas around the

centre of Leeds and, according to Bacon's 1891 PIan ofLeeds," these were all

densely populated areas of the town.

3
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In July 1900 the Council stated that sites had been purchased in the York Road

ram] di • . 39 Thand B ley istricts. 1e Baths Committee Report for 1

at the Cookridge Street Baths was complete. No other baths were mentioned.

Work progressed on the baths in York Road and Bramley throughout 1903. In

addition a site was chosen. at the junction of Leeds Terrace and Alben Gro

for a Jewish Baths." These were opened on 25 October 1905.' The new baths

in Bramley were completed on 17 October 1904.4.l The York Road Baths

opened on 4 April 1905, the premises consisting of public baths and a branch

library.

1905 heralded, in Leeds, the end of an era of building public baths. After this

Council minutes contain little mention of baths or wash-houses, with one

exception. In 1913 the Leeds United Society of Women's Labour Leagues and

Guild petitioned the Council about the provision of wash-houses and were told

that the matter would be considered." It was still under consideration in

October 1914.



the baths m

r, in I

idenced by following.

k of sufficient washing accomma
must wash ut the si.n~ i-- •1-- • •

bath are di flicult to secu
to the public baths; but i.t i

nd as they get older tend to drop the practice

Despite the pnni r dirt dies and the problems of th

·act to th

pockets than with providing a pub Ii

1865, but then delayed until 1887 when the firsl district both oncncd. Not until

1898 did the builcti ng programme begin in camest. Bv I 905 there was a Central

Baths and five district baths.

underway then work progressed quickly. Between 1895 ond l 905 seven bath

were built in the outlying districts and the Council took over the Oriental an

noral Baths in Cookridge Street. The facilities provided in uH th

tablishments mentioned above will be deolt with in Chuptor Four.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ioipal baths were established to provide facilities for the labouring classesfuntc1

in th of the nineteenth century, once it had been recognized that

uch as cholera and typhoid arose from a lack of sanitation. Although a

f the drive towards the improvement of public health. baths and wash-feature

houses were 'the Cinderella of the public health departm , 1 b .ent ecause in the

later nineteenth century they did not attract the same degr fee o support as wa

evident in the 1840s when the movement for their establishment first began.

There may have been several reasons for this. Many did not actually make any

profit, some people were diffident about washing and bathing 'in public places

and finally, as society became better equipped with amenities within the home

the need for municipal provision gradually diminished and baths began to close

due to lack of demand. Today baths are seen mainly as swimming pools but

originally they provided a variety of facilities. The majority catered for the

washing of the body in cubicle or slipper baths, and some for the washing

drying and ironing of laundry in a wash-house. However, the provision of

wash-houses was much less widespread than that of baths. There were also

other types of baths e.g. Turkish, Russian, vapour. douche. shower and

medicinal baths at some establishments.(see Appendices 2 and 3) Some

:. fa:ili In addition there alsopremises provided first and second class bathing facilities. a

8



tion on th "Ounds of
, there being separate entrances for

men and acce to the baths for women

hours per week. Discrimination existed between men

f the baths. and also as employees, women being paid Jess

than men doing the same job. In addition they had different spheres of operation

in that they attended only bathers of their own sex.2 In 1846 The Baths and

Wash-hou Act stipulated that the maximum charges for use of public baths

should not exceed one penny for a cold bath or two pence for a warm one, this

including the use of a clean towel.
3
It is intended, in this chapter, to examine the

facilities provided in both Bradford and Leeds. with a view to determining how

far they reflect the above facts.

Opening hours varied but the following details, relating to the Thornton Road

and Manchester Road Baths in Bradford. are typical. In April and May 1890 the

baths opened at 9 a.m. and closed at 9 p.m. On Saturdays the hours were 6 a.m.

to 9 p.m., and on Sundays 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. Between June and September the

baths were open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. except on Sundays when they opened 6 a.m. to

10 a.m. From October to March the baths opened at 9 a.m. and closed at 8 p.m

closing all day on Sundays." In Leeds, in 1899, the baths opened at 7 a.m.

between May and September and from 6 a.m. in June to August." These hours

were closely related to the seasons of the year and fitted in with work patterns.

People could can on either their way to or from work. It is puzzling why there

was Sunday opening in view of Victorian attitudes towards the Sabbath.

39



perhap it w
hoped that people using baths on Sundays would at leat 1

hen th
arrived at Church/Chapel. However this does not

ere onl
pen on Sundays in summer, unle

hours were linked to those of swimmine pools which were often clothe

during the winter months.

Baths attendants therefore worked long hours during the summer months. ln

1899 the hours of employees at the Baths in Bradford were reduced from an

average of 64 and a half hours per week to an average of 56 and a half.6

similar situation arose in Leeds where the average working week was 63 hours.'

They were given one half day holiday per week. lo 1889 the average wage of a

male bath attendant appears to have been 23/- per week, but by 1890 this had

risen to 25/- This compares favourably with the following rates of pa/ earned

by some manual workers in the mid 1880s:

Table 4.1 Wage rates for manual workers in mid 1880s

Place Trade Job Average

Rate

Leeds

Leeds

Bradford

Linen and Flax

Woollen trade

Worsted trade

Labourer

Fuller

Comber

16s- 20

16s - 21

.15

It was quite usual for staff, usuaJly managers and Engine m

on the premises. They were often accompanied by their wiv

aretakers, to Ii

and the v

0



oth to b

appointed Engine Tenter and Caretaker at

in Bradford in 1889, together with his wife as matron, the

Ith House free of charge for ren

gas and cleaning materials.10 Bv 1900 the aver
age for a

manager/manageress of Baths in Lee

In contrast to this the wa of a

Irose to 38/6d per week plus house etc.

ers, a ticket clerk at Cookridg

treet in Leeds, were raised from 9/- to 11/- a week in February 191"' 1-

Mr. Hudson resigned as superintendent of baths in Bradford in 1893 his sal

(his wife was matron) was £100 per annum, including house etc. By the tim

n

their replacements, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, left the job in 1901 the salary had risen

to £110.
13

In Leeds the salary was much higher, but it is not clear whether thi

included living accommodation. Mr. Bond, former manager of the Oriental and

General Bath Company Ltd taken over by the Corporation in 1898. received

£200 per annum in 1899 and £250 in January 1901.14 This was an enormous

salary for the time. He was described as the Baths Superintendent for the whole

of Leeds and it is possible that his salary reflected both his increased

responsibilities and also bore some relationship to what he was paid in hi

previous job.

With relatively few exceptions all the municipal baths in either Bradford or

Leeds during the period 1865 to 1905 had swimming pools (including the baths

in Thom1on Road, Bradford opened in 1865) and only Great Horton Roa

Bradford did not have slipper baths. These bath ere usually white enamel and

had a brush and soap tray, the rooms having tiled floors and glazed walls. (See

I
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will of th
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,ms ror mpensation as th
had not left their valuables in the

·eption municipal

male than female bathers as will be seen from the followii

Table 4.2 Number of slipper and douche baths provided

tbs for

Baths Male Female

Rd, Bradford 1

t, Bradford'

1

York Road, Leeds"

This mav have been re dirtier than women's. and

to pay for the u f washing faciliti f

There were al n when faciliti

may have applied onlv to th

r the use of

th there wer

parate facilities for other types of baths. Th batbin

uncil decided in I

ide for the u

that th

n Monda!



for I Th

f the public at lar d.
utside the remit

h, ar
tu

0

mmmng p

ing used. Ther anwood Baths but thi

during the winter of 1912-13 due to lack of patronage, Th

to Kirkstall where a music and dancing lie had been obtain

to letting out the premises for social events in winter."

The authorities in Bradford and Leeds did little to provide for washin

At a time when few people had adequate provision at home, ther

three public wash-houses, namely at Thornton Road in Bradford. and at

for washerwomen and the drying room was situated above the boiler room.

Ki.rkstall in 1895 there were twenty washing machin

driers. so that alJ the laundry could be taken horn

laundries that dealt with the washing of to

d

the towels used in Bradford's baths wer ntral Baths t

washed.' The attitude towards provision of public wash-hou m both

Bradford and Leeds, can best be summed up by the following comment made mn

1913, sixty seven years after the original permissive legislation

1846: ·The [Property] Committee have under consideration at tb

p din

f th



und question of providing public

ishing to use the baths had to pay for admission and obtainThose wIs

d behaviour s not tolerated. In June 1901
d 12 and 10

ppeared before the Bath mmittee in Bradford to ans
r a complaint mad

against them of improper conduct. After hearin
idence the bo re

erely reprimanded and cautioned as to their future conduct.

was not permitted, costumes had to be worn in the swimmin

persons were not allowed to enter the pools. No-one was to u

• d bathi

baths and di

any bath for

longer than thirty minutes. This restriction appears to have applied to both

swimming and washing baths as the 1896 bye laws for L tated that.

person resorting to the public baths shall not knowingly remain in any bath

room or swimming baths for a longer period than half an hour at any one tim

Any person improperly using the facilities was Liable to be fined £5.30 Tb

regulations were typical of those enforced by other authorities.

Baths were built originally to provide facilities for the masses to keep clean and

healthy. As the desire to learn to swim increased, more pools were included in

design plans for new baths and swimming became a leisure activity not

connected with public health issues. In 1888, in order to encourage greater

of the swimming bath at Manchester Road, Bradford, during the winter month

it was decided that the charge should be reduced from 2d to ld.
31

Bv the rim

that the new Central Baths opened in Bradford in 1905 a swimming ticket



.t,d ll Sli bath. A douche bath

lass bath

most identical. l i.
men

d per. In

lipper

h.

the cost of

d and th
t this time th

\\,age m me textile indnstries was: Woollen manuv1as-

'orsted manufacture 23s4ad." A charge of 6d per bath
approximately 2% of th amounts. Based on earin

today, the equivalent weekly figure £7.

the swimming baths inble amount. Book

introduced in 1899 in order to encourage regular use of the faciliti.

being 20 lst class 5/-, and 20 2" class 2/6d. Admission to m

reduced from 6d to 4d, and from 3d to 2d." The baths iu

th

id

Leeds, were taken over by the local authority in 1 and th

almost the same as those at th ntral Baths in Bradford. Th

admission included the use of a towel, but the hire of bathing costumes or

drawers involved a small additional charge of ld.

The above charges relate to adults. When the Baths Act was passed in 1846 it

mentioned charges for children. namelv 2d for a

which included one clean towel per child, up to four children bein

a warm oath

share one bath. It did not mention at what age th

children. No further evidence of charges for children is available.
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tbe faNJiti« n-m-ided can be obtained from the

o both Councils. In Bradford the
number of tickets issued each year, but +

details of attendance, receipts and

show that between 1899 and 1914 on1

Baths in Leeds regularly made anv profit. All the other baths

or of attendancemc

. Bvl

ed it is possible to compare th

au the baths in the period under review had

completed. The figures for 1906 reflect a full Year's 'trading'. Once the

impact had been felt use of the facilities fell.

AT>



th it i vident that more
was made of the facilities in

r, it has to be remembered that Leeds was
than Bradford. In I 90 I the population of Leeds was 428,968 and oflarger

t91 l the figures had risen to 445,550 and 288.458
%'

tively." Bradford may have made provision for public baths thirty years

Leeds did but Leeds can be seen to have surpassed Bradford when afore '

ison is made of the use of the baths. Whether the need was greater inmpart

than in Bradford. H

Leeds than in Bradford is not evident. Whilst attendance fi kn .
« Igures are own, it is

not possible to accurately determine how many individual 3]
VI ua peop e are

represented in the statistics. Assuming that an individual attended the baths

once a week, and using the Census statistics for population and the attendance

figures shown above, it is possible to calculate that approximately 2 per cent of

the population in both towns used the baths in, for example, 1902 and 1912.

However, it must be remembered that with improved working class housing

some families had their own baths at borne. What is certain is that both towns

took great pride in the design and appearance of their municipal baths, both

externally and internally, as is shown in the illustrations included in Appendice

I, 2 and 3. They were all particularly fine examples of a Victorian style of

architecture relating to public works, well constructed buildings, some ofwhich

are still standing today, albeit having been adapted for other uses.
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actuall

thus causing illness.

be regarded as no longer applicable only to

visible i.e. the hands and face. It applied equally to

entire body, including that which was invisible beneath

The title ofthe dissertation implies that there existedarttitndes

that were specifically Victorian and investigations have established

die case. 1bese attitudes centred around approact

• • . Health became an important in a period

overcrowding and poor sanitation were rife. By tackling

......,.._ of ideas about cleanliness the Victorian middle classes

ideal could be achieved The poor were regar

uncontrollable and completely lacking in moral fibre. I

morality needed to be invoked and



through the medium of cleanliness. Th

hadwick and Chari

lieved t

indicate good

this. Not on]

'In relation to moral behavion,

haviour. A balance b
t for an id n the

he pr 1S10n

one measure that was undertaken with the intention
0

• , the physical, social and moral condition of the population. Hovimprovn

little evidence to suggest that either social or moral behaviour wthere 1s II

wash-hou
public baths and

hanged, although public health did improve.

The sanitary idea was a dominant theme throughout Victorian Britain and ther

was a steady progression of legislation within the area of bodily hygiene .Th

parliamentary arena of Select Committees and Royal Commissions led t

parliamentary legislation at both national and local government level. Tb

Select Committee on the Health ofTowns (1840), Local Reports on the Sant

Condition ofthe Labouring Population (1842), and a Report on the Condition

of the Towns ofLeeds and Bradford (1845) all described extremely bad living

conditions in working class areas. Chadwick's Sanitary Report published in

1842 also left no doubt that overcrowding and poor sanitation

disease. The Royal Commission ofInquiry into the State ofLanze Towns and

Populous Districts published reports in 1844 and 1845 and th

for the subsequent ideas about how cleanliness, health and sanitation might

Improved.

In 1846 an Act was passed which gave permission for local authorities t

• · bi:ctive of this vprovide municipal baths and wash-houses. Whilst the mamn obje
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"''"* The 1846 legislation was permissive, authoritieqs th

ituation
as simple

not compell to
it. and herein lay the root of subsequent problems surroundingadopt 1,

implementation.

The financial burden of providing the required buildings and fa 41;+.

> tac1lities fell upon

the ratepayers of each town and the overall need to keep the rates down in order

to satisfy them was a contributory factor to the delays in adopting the Act in

both Bradford and Leeds. It is evident that both Councils responded half

heartedly and were reluctant to build such expensive facilities. They wanted to

spend as little as possible and saw avoiding costs as one way of delaying

spending money. It was not that they were refusing to spend anything, but that

they were both very aware of the political implications of embarking on a

project involving cost to the ratepayers.

The records of the Town Council meetings in both Leeds and Bradford, and

also relevant committee and sub-committee minutes. show that there was an

appreciation of the need to make the necessary improvements but action was

hampered by limited funds, political wrangling between Liberal and Tory

councillors with opposing points of view on financing public

consideration for the reactions of the ratepayers.

or and



not until 1
4

TC periods when nothing happened f,
The first municipal baths in the town were opened in THo}

»,

anchester Road. did not open until 1887

ars premises in Manningham opened i

Road. Wakefield Road and Undercliffe

The situation in Leeds took even longer to resolve. the 1846 Act not being

dopted until 1878. However, the first municipal baths. on Kirkstall Road and

Union Street, did not open until 1895. These were followed by Holbeck and

Hunslet baths in 1898, Meanwood Road in 1899, Bramley 1904 and York Road

in 1905.

Although the local authorities were given permission to include wash-houses in

their improvement plans very few were actually built, because they wer

considered to be an un-necessary expense, it being said that the possible us

was not worth the costs involved. It has not been possible to obtain details

relating to the use of the three wash-houses that were built i.e. Thornton Road

Bradford and Kirkstall Road and Holbeck in Leeds. 1905, in both towns. saw

the end of a concentrated period of building related to municipal baths. Despite

the slow start to the building programme all the municipal baths eventual!

constructed, as will be seen from Appendices 1 and 3, give some indication of

the civic pride, a strong motivating force in Victorian Britain, that Bradford and

Leeds took in the architecture of their public buildings.
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the facilities provided proved to be

mming as

ths ppendic and hilst a f
ell as slipper and douche

of the larger establishments had
Turkish. medicinal and mor pecialised baths. Little provision

made b
ither authority to provide facilities for washing clothes.

most every time the

ubject was raised at a council or committee meeting delaying tactics

invoked, as a result ofwhich very little progress was made.

There was no mixed bathing, in fact in some premises there ere facilitie

solely for the use of men and solely for the use of women Wh id• 1en consterng

the use of the baths it was found that there was some discrimination against

women. There were fewer baths for women than for men and women also had

restricted access to the facilities. In addition they were paid less than men for

doing the same job e.g. as a baths attendant. One surprising featured discovered

was that most baths were open on Sundays, certainly during the summer

months. No satisfactory explanation has been found for whv this should be th

case as ample provision was made for customers to go for a bath either on their

way to or from work.

The average basic wage rates within the baths' department have been found to

compare favourably with those in other industries. A greater discrepan

existed between the salaries paid to 'management staff' in the two authoriti

Leeds paying more than Bradford did to their superintendent of baths. Th
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